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You’re Invited
!You’re Invited
!

Here you will learn how you
can turn the world upside
down with the help of a
simple concept.
# G R E N Z E N L O S E



When we learnt about this concept, we could never have imagined all the things that would happen over these
years. We started formulating goals which would have never even entered our minds before. With this concept, all
limits in your way of thinking suddenly disappear, as it makes everything possible. 

We believe that the concept about which you will learn here, can change the world. It will offer people the
possibility to be free and determine their own lives. Having time for what is important. We believe that we represent
the opposite of what is happening in the world right now. And that is exactly why we get up every morning – so that
we can offer this possibility to others as well. 
This is how the team #grenzenlose was formed. We live and work according to the values that are important to us:
trust in each other, appreciation and honesty. Values that the world needs now more than ever.

At the same time, we love adventure, challenges and having fun with each other.

‘Every day that you live and breathe could one day be chronicled in a history
book, so think carefully about what you do!’



HEALTH
COMMUNITY
EARNING MONEY

OUR CONCEPT RESTS ON
THREE PILLARS:

"be open minded"

be open to new

ways of thinking

and doing’



Why did we consider this concept and decide to build an international user network? Miriam has always searched for
a freer and more fulfilled life. To create a work-life balance. To earn more than the average person, who retires at
the age of 65. Freedom and independence are very important to her, and that is why she took hold of this opportunity
when it was right in front of her. 

What is important to you? Time for friends and family? Travelling? Financial security? Improving your income as a
pensioner? Have you thought about your dreams before? What your goals are? Have you given up on these because
you do not believe that they can be realized? 

Every person defines freedom and independence differently. However, if the opportunity were to present itself to
revive your goals and ideas or to finally make them come true – would that be worth a thought? 

 

‘Our vision is to take this concept around the world. 
To give hundreds, thousands, yes, hundreds of thousands of people access 

to the possibility of a freer, healthier and more social life!’



Do you know the longing of wanting to travel the world? 
To get to know new places, have adventures or to stroll
along the most beautiful beaches?

We can work anywhere in this world. All we need for this is
a mobile telephone and a laptop with access to the
internet!

We can sit in Mexico and enjoy the sunset, travel through
countries in a mobile home or enjoy the best wellness
offers in luxury hotels. 

No matter where we are in the world, our business is always
with us. 

Right now, the world is experiencing a change – away from
a nine-to-five job to self-determination and freedom. 



„Teamwork makes the dream work“

We think differently, strengthen each other’s
competencies, multiply our talents and benefit
from our varying personalities. We set new
standards, let creativity flow and apply our
personal strengths to become more self-confident
and successful. We support each other, learn from
each other, and in this way we keep on developing.
We conquer mountains - not for the world to see
us, but so that we can see the world.

‘This concept does not ask where you come

from, but rather where you want to be!’



Coming together is a beginning.
Staying together is progress.
Working together is success. 

H E N R Y  F O R D  



In 2010 we asked ourselves whether it is possible to leave the
‘normal’ working life behind and to earn money in a smarter way.
With our concept, we are creating an international network of users. 

‘Imagine the bond for your house and the instalments on your
car were paid up and that you would - whether or not you get up

in the morning - receive a regular monthly income of €5,000.’



We all know the traditional distribution model of retail. The
product is brought from the manufacturer to the wholesaler,
then to the agent and on to the retail industry until it
eventually reaches the end user. This means that wages,
marketing, rentals, etc. need to be financed.
With direct distribution as well as with classic network
marketing, products are purchased directly from the
wholesaler and sold to the customer. This requires
investment, storage and advertising of the product and
requires administrative and logistical input. 
Our concept of the user network differs fundamentally
from these two distribution models, as here the end user
orders the product directly from the manufacturer. We are
all just consumers and tell others of this opportunity to
generate an income. In this way, a network of users is
created. And the expenses saved between manufacturer
and customer get distributed in the network.

We are not selling, the company is!

Manufacturer Customer

Direct distribution / consultant

Wholesale / agent / retail

User network

100%40%

60%



How does the creation of a user network work? 

ALL OF US are only consumers. We talk to people about the concept and assist them
with their business.
In turn, these persons all become users of the business themselves. For their first order,
everyone needs a customer number, which already exists in the network. A chain of
recommendation is thereby created. In this way, the company knows where everyone is
situated and who the bonus must be allocated to.



YOU

 

Anne

 

Bea

 

Clara 

 

David 

This is merely an example.
Providing details on the compensation model would
go beyond the scope here, but let us have a look at
how a chain of recommendation is created. 

You get Anne excited about the idea, Anne shows it
to Bea, Bea talks to Clara about it and Clara tells
David. When David orders his product from the
manufacturer, it is delivered directly to his home,
and he also pays the manufacturer directly.

Now the recommendation bonus is distributed. Not
only to one person, but to everyone who forms part
of the recommendation chain. After all, without you
David would never have bought the product. In this
example the bonus is 10%. Everyone in this chain
only uses high-quality products for their own use. 

This is how the revenue share comes about. With
each order, shares are distributed and transferred
in the form of euros at the end of the month. 

Manufacturer

O
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10%
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%

10%



Don Failla once said:
‘The creation of a user network has nothing to do with sales. It only has to do with multiple people using a product
themselves. You use a quality product and find five friends with whom you want to share your success and you help

them to talk to their friends about it. In this way, you never need to do cold calling again.’ 

 
After all, really big goals cannot be achieved

by merely recommending products anyway.

What is important is the creation of a stable

organization. That is why we are looking for

people who have goals, we are looking for

leaders!

‘If you market products, you will get customers. 

If you market business opportunities, you will get businesspeople. 

If you market a vision, you will get leaders.’
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780 x €100 = €78,000
OF WHICH 10% = €7,800 PER MONTH

Now let’s have a look what happens if this chain of
recommendation is duplicated. That is where the real potential lies. 

Not only do you pass this opportunity on to Anne, but also to two
other people, so altogether to three people (that is shown in the
first column, 3x duplication). If Bea, Clara and David now do the
same, there are 120 people in the network. 
So far, so good. Now let’s play with the numbers and duplicate this
with five people. In other words, only two more people. Then, at the
end, we do not have twice as many people, but in fact 780 people,
exactly 6.5 times as many people in the network. 

What an incredibly opportunity! When we heard about this for the
first time, we were so fascinated and immediately became aware
that this would offer a huge opportunity for us to shape our lives in
the way we had always dreamt of. 

The sample calculation here shows what happens if each one of
these 780 people orders products for €100.00 per month.

An income that is not looking too shabby at all! 

Anne
 

Bea
 

Clara
 

David

 

(With the 10% in the example, it would be €7,800)



  A user network works best when

many people merely see to their own

needs. This is so much easier than

when a top salesperson tries to do

everything by themselves. The millionaire Paul Getty said:

‘I'd rather have 1% of the effort of

100 men than 100% of my owneffort.’



These are usually the questions you are asking yourself now. 
What do I have to do? Can I also do this?

But before that, there is of course another question that still needs to be answered:
which products are we talking about here? One thing is clear and that is that these
must be consumer products, otherwise you will not get your income monthly. 

This must also involve products that EVERY person uses. If it were horse feed, for
example, you would only have a small user group. 

In addition, to keep the income flowing for the next 20 to 30 years or longer, we need
to be in a growing market. What would you say would ALWAYS remain a subject in the
future? You are right: health, beauty, re-aging, sport, personal hygiene, figure toning.

You get a connection to the system. You demonstrate the movement of goods and the
concept of duplication and connect other people to it. 
Simplicity is the key to success. Because you only use the best products of the highest
quality and, naturally, for your own use. 



Here you have the possibility to work around the world. 
Enterprises worth millions that have grown from nothing in the past few years
demonstrate the revolution of the internet.
Airbnb is the biggest platform for leasing accommodation but does not own its
own properties. UBER is the biggest taxi enterprise in the world, yet it does not
own a single taxi. 
The field of network marketing has shown huge international growth potential.
In the USA, 6% of the population are actively involved in network marketing, in
South Korea as many as 14%. In Germany, this percentage lies at only approx.
1%, and Austria and Switzerland are at the bottom with a mere 0.2%. The
revolution has begun. Right now as the world is busy changing.

This era opens the doors for the easiest and biggest business of its time.
Become part of it, you have nothing to lose – you can only win!

‘No force on earth can stop an idea whose time has come.’
Victor Hugo



no risk, no investments
no entry costs or annual fee
in the market for more than 25 years
free training and a permanent backing
no obligation to make sales
transparent payment system, for which it received the Ethics
Award
long term security through monthly participation in turnover
can be pursued online anywhere in the world
professional network of business owners and leaders
completed system, can be used free of charge
reliable structure
owner-driven company
natural products of the highest quality
own production, latest manufacturing processes
proprietary research department and quality assurance
focus on sustainability and nature



For more information, contact

the person who gave you this

brochure. Start together, make

use of the support, and reach

your goals.

 
We look forward to getting to

know you!

 


